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VEDOGREEN and UK TRADE & INVESTMENT: an agreement to 

internationalise Italian green sector companies 
 
 

• The UK Green Economy now employs almost one million people and is 
worth 8% of GDP 

• VedoGreen is the new point of reference and incubator for 
internationalising innovative projects. 

 
 
 
 
Milan, 6 September 2012 

 
VedoGreen and British Government department UK Trade & Investment have today reached an 
agreement which aims to foster the internationalisation of Italy’s green sector companies through 
the VedoGreen.it portal with a view to boosting export of the Italian model. 
 
 
This agreement will give Italian companies already present on the VedoGreen.it portal privileged 
access to the British market, and bring them into contact with a range of investors interested in 
taking on a role in internationalising green companies, in the UK’s direction. 
 
 
“In view of the UK’s strong tradition in green investments we believe our partnership with UK 

Trade & Investment sends a very clear and powerful message about internationalisation to all the 

companies on the VedoGreen portal - explained Anna Lambiase, VedoGreen’s CEO. The 
agreement’s objective is to strengthen relations between our two countries, giving Italian 

companies the chance to access foreign capital and thus benefit in both financial and reputational 

terms. This scheme makes VedoGreen one of the very first incubators for green projects, providing 

resources for the development of businesses that are focusing on innovation geared to 

sustainability and technology in this sector.” 
 
 
“The UK Government – said Danielle Allen, Head of UKTI’s Inward Investment team in Italy – is 
committed to achieving the transition to a green economy and delivering long-term sustainable 

growth. Foreign direct investment has a vital part to play in this transition. The new agreement 

between UKTI and VedoGreen will ensure that Italian companies at the forefront of their field can 

access UK and global markets effectively, bringing their expertise and innovation to a green sector 

which is now worth 8% of GDP and employs almost a million people.” 
 
 
The Italian listes companies  already present on the VedoGreen portal are 16: Aion Renewables, 
Alerion Clean Power, Biancamano, Eems, Enel Green Power, ErgyCapital, Falck Renewables, Fintel 
Energia Group, Frendy Energy, Greenvision ambiente, Industria e Innovazione, Kinexia, K.R. 
Energy, Sadi Servizi Industriali, TerniEnergia e TerniGreen. 
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VedoGreen, the new company in the IR Top Group, was founded in 2011 from the creation of the first Italian Survey 
Department “Green economy on capital markets.” The websitewww.vedogreen.it is the reference point for international 
finance where green investors have the opportunity to choose the most interesting business models and to monitor trends 
and industry news. The presence of a section tailored to listed and unlisted green companies is a favoured way for 
approaching institutional investors specialized in green investing and obtain the best financing solutions to develop 
innovative projects. VedoGreen helps the companies that want to open capital to private equity funds and is advisor for the 
IPO process. 
 
 
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) is the Government Department that helps UK-based companies succeed in the global 
economy. We also help overseas companies bring their high-quality investment to the UK’s dynamic economy 
acknowledged as Europe’s best place from which to succeed in global business. UK Trade & Investment offers expertise and 
contacts through its extensive network of specialists in the UK, and in British embassies and other diplomatic offices around 
the world. We provide companies with the tools they require to be competitive on the world stage. For further information 
please visitwww.ukti.gov.uk  
 
 
IR Top, Equity Markets Partner of Borsa Italiana, is the leader in Italy in specialised Investor Relations consultancy and 
Financial Communication for Small/Medium-size enterprises (SME’s). The company has worked since 2001 alongside listed 
companies and companies in the process of listing in establishing and managing relations with the stock market and for 
financial communication. We assist non-listed companies in the implementation of financial reporting and corporate 
disclosure strategies, in order to improve dialogue with the Banks, to attract institutional investors and support companies 
throughout the stock market listing process. The IR Top team is built around professionals who have accumulated vast 
experience on the capital markets (risk capital and debt capital). The company issues the specialised Journal of IR, the 
leading Investor Relations and Financial Communication quarterly and the "Guide to Investor Relations: advanced financial 
communication instruments and methods", published by 
Maggioli. www.irtop.com 


